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A one-percent scale model of the McDonnell Douglas Corporation Space 
Shuttle Booster (Configuration 14) was tested in the Long Beach Low Speed Wind 
Tunnel during the period 20 - 28 August, 1970, with the primary objectiVe of 
configuration development. Tests were conducted at a Mach number of 0. 18 and 
dynamic pressure of 50 psf over an angle of attack range from -6 to 16 at fixed 
sideslip angles of 00 and -60. The test configurations were varied so an-evalu­
ation of the interference effects of the power off jet flap on a high and low wing 
could be made. Similarly tests were conducted to evaluate the interference effects 
of a mid-wing aero canard on a high wing and low wing configuration. 




Table I lists the conditions under which data were taken and an estimate 
of the data accuracy. In addition to the six component force and moment data 
measured with an internal balance, two balance cavity pressures, two model 
base pressures and two rocket nozzle base pressures were recorded. The 
model was sting mounted in the tunnel as shown in Figure 7. 
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TABLE I. TEST CONDITIONS 
TEST DOUGLAS LSWT-1351 
REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE 
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit) 
0.18 1.25 x 106 .346 
0.16 1.10 x 106 .278 
















.5% Max Load 
.5% Max Load 
.5% Max Load 
.50c Max Load 












The six-component balance loads have been reduced to coefficient form 
using the following reference values: 
Sref reference area = 1.0 ft2 
Iref = reference longitudinal length = 2.0 ft 
bref = reference lateral length = 2. 0 ft 
Moments are reduced about a reference center of gravity located at the 
following position: 
XMRP = longitudinal moment reference point = 1. 703 ft (fus. sta.) 
YMRP = lateral moment reference point 0.0 
ZMRP = vertical moment reference point = 0. 0125 ft (water line) 
Base pressures were measured during the test and were converted to base 
drag which was then substracted from total measured drag to give a forebody drag. 
Lift to drag ratios (L/D) have been calculated using the corrected drag values. 
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED 
























wing, high position 
wing, low position 
elevon 
jet flap canard 
aerodynamic canard 
flap on aerodynamic canard 
wing tip fins , 
center mounted vertical fins 
cambered wing tip fins 
rudder for tip fins 
rudder for center vertical fin 
rocket engine nozzles 
engine pods 
wing flap angle 
canard flap angle 
wing incidence angle 
jet flap canard incidence angle 
aerodynamic canard incidence angle 
rudder deflection angle 
tip fin toe-in angle 
tip fin roll-out angle 
Refer to the immediately following pages for pertinent dimensional data on these 
components. 




















- body + rocket nozzles (basic body) 
- basic body + aero canard 
- basic body + jet flap canard 
- basic body + high wing 
- basic body + high wing + aero canard 
- basic body + high wing + jet flap canard 
- basic body + high wing + tip fins 
- basic body + high wing + tip fins + aero canard 
- basic body + high wing + cambered tip fins + aero canard 
- basic body + high wing + tip fins + jet flap canard 
- basic body + high wing + center line vertical fin 
- basic body + high wing + center line vertical fin+ aero canard 
- basic body + low wing 
- basic body + low wing + aero canard 
- basic body + low wing + jet flap canard 
- basic body + low wing + tip fins 
- basic body + low wing + tip fins + aero canard 
- basic body + low wing + tip fins + jet flap canard 
- basic body + low wing + center line vertical fin 
Refer to the data collation sheet for a complete summary on the test conditions. 
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - (BI)
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: BOOSTER MAIN BODY
 
DRAWING NUMBER: 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE (O.O) 
Length 213.58 ft 2.136 ft 
Max. Width 34 ft 0.34 ft 
Max. Depth 34 ft 0.34 ft 
Fineness Ratio 6.28 6.28 
Area 
Max. Cross-Sectional 908 ft2 0.0908 ft2 
Planform 6 553 ft
2 0.6553 ft2 
Wetted 19 935 ft2 1.994 ft
2 
Base 908 ft





_ _ _ . 
4­
B)o 
MODEL COMPONENT: WING (WI)
 





















Diehedral Angle, degrees 

Incidence Angle, degrees 























Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 

W.P. of .25 MAC 



























Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 

W.P. of .25 MAC 









































































































































MODEL COMPONENT: ELEVON (Fl)
 










Inb'd equivalent chord 

Outb'd equivalent chord 





At Inb'd equiv. chord 

At Outb'd equiv. chord 






























































MODEL COMPONENT: AERODYNAIIC CANARD (TI)
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: ,BOOSTER CANARD WITH SWEPT LEADTING EDGE AND 205 CHORD
 
PLAIN FLAP MOUNTED IN MID-BODY POSITION
 
DRAWING NUMBER: 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE (0.01) 
TOTAL DATA 
Area 
Planform 2 .1705 ft2 
Wetted 1330 2 Mi_ * 
Span (equivalent) 
Aspect Ratio 4.3_ f _ 78_ ft 
Rate of Taper 
Taper Ratio 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 
Incidence Angle, degrees 










Toe-In Angle ....... -
Cant Angle ........ 







0.25 Element Line 
Chords: 







Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1251 in. 12.51 in. 
W.P. of .25 MAC 30.0 in. .30 in. 
B.L. of .25 MAC 208.0 in. 2.08 in. 
Airfoil Section 
Root nACA6UAO09 iACA6kAOo9 















Root 20.2 ft .202 ft 
Tip 
MAC 




Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1261 in. 12.61 in, 
W.P. of .25 MAC 30.0 in. .300 in. 
B.L. of .25 MAC 12 





- . . .. . .. 
I 








MODEL COMPONENT: FLAP (F2)
 










Inb'd equivalent chord 

Outb'd equivalent chord 





At Inb'd equiv. chord 

At Outb'd equiv. chord 









Area Moment (Normal to hinge line) 

FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE (o.O) 
.0123 ft2 
535 in. 5.35 in. 
48.6 in. .486 in. 






i8k.5.ft3 .000185 ft3 
3)4
 
MODEL COMPONENT: JET CANARD CJl)
 











ft 2Planfonm 	 1250 .1250 ft2 
Wetted 1760 ft2 .1760 ft 2 
Span (equivalent) 62.5 ft .625 ft 
Aspect Ratio 3.12 3.12 
Rate of Taper ........ 
Taper Ratio 1.0 1.0 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 0.0 0.0 
Incidence Angle, degrees 1.0 3,o 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 0.0 0.0 




Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading Edge 0.0 O.Q
 
Trailing Edge 0.0 0.0
 




Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 20.0 ft .20 ft
 
Tip, (equivalent) 20.0 ft .20 ft
 
MAC 20.0 ft .20 ft
 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1069 in. 10.69 in.
 
W.P. of .25 MAC 	 -172.5 in. -1.725 in.
 
B.L. of .25 MAC 	 187.8 in. 1.878 in.
 
Airfoil 	Section Front j5% of theoreltia- 6e" 
Root chord is NACA63-018 
Tip- Same as above 
EXPOSED DATA
 
863 ft2 .0863 ft2
 Area 
Span, (equivalent) 311 ft .34 ft 
Aspect Ratio 1.34 1.34 
Taper Ratio 1.0 1.0 
Chords 
Root 	 20.0 ft .20 ft 
Tip 20,0 ft .20 ft 
MAC 20.0 ft .20 ft 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1o69 69 in. 
W.P. of .25 MAC 	 -172.5 in. -1,725 in, 











MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL (VI)
 























Diehedral Angle, degrees 

Incidence Angle, degrees 























Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 

W.P. of .25 MAC 



























Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 

W.P. of .25 MAC 




















n 6 P 6o
 
























29.2 in.2920 in, 
_82 in 3.B2 in. 































MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL (V4)
 










1100 ft2 .1100 mt2
 Planform 

Wetted 2200 ft2 .220 ft2
 
Span (equivalent) 38.8 ft .388 ft 
Aspect Ratio 1.36 - 1.36 
Rate of Taper ........ 
Taper Ratio 0.5 0,5 
Diehedral Angle, degrees .........
 
Incidence Angle, degrees ---­ 0
 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees oF o
Toe-In Angle 60 60 
Cant Angle 250 250 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 4o ho
 
Trailing Edge 19 19
 




Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 37.75 ft .3T8 ft 
Tip, (equivalent) 18.88 ft .189 ft 
MAC 29.4 ft .294 ft 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 2920 in. 29.2 in. 
W.P. of .25 MAC 382 in. 3.82 in. 
B.L. of .25 MAC 815 in. 8.15 in. 
Airfoil Section 











Aspect Ratio " "
 




Root " " 
Tip " " 
MAC " " 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC -- "-
W.P. of .25 MAC _ " 
B.L. of .25 MAC ,, ,, 
18 
V-4 
VI Vg "nicALI. /i/vrol SdcJ 00 .. ,, 04 C-.'0? 
VA v ci'z t~ t A.ne:a d-- ec,aA ; '/4 1, 44tl.s 

19 f1U.'. W r. 1 p JCLn 
MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL (V)
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: CENTER VERTICAL FIN
 
DRAWING NUMBER: 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE (0.011 
TOTAL DATA 
Area 




Span (equivalent) 2500-f 2 .2500 ft2 
Aspect Ratio 






Diehedral Angle, degrees - -
Incidence Angle, degrees - -
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 0 0 
Toe-In Angle _ 
Cant Angle - -







0.25 Element Line 450 
Chords: 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 
Tip, (equivalent) 
MAC 







-----­ " ___ 
W.P, of .25 MAC " 
B.L. of .25 MAC "t 
Airfoil Section 
Root NACA 0009 NACA 0009 
Tip, 
EXPOSED DATA 
iACA 0009 NACA 0009 
Area 1245 £t2 .1245 ft 2 
Span, (equivalent) 530 in, 5.30 in. 
Aspect Ratio 1.57 1.57 
Taper Ratio .h56 .456 
Chords 
Root 465 in. 4.65 in. 
Tip 212 in. 2.12 in. 
MAC 355 in. 3.55 in. 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 2583 in, 25.83 in. 
W.P. of .25 MAC 44o in. 4.4o in. 
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TEST FACILIT DESCRIPTION 
Long beach Low Speed Wind Tunnel
 
The DAC-Long Beach Low Speed Wind Tunnel is a convention 3 ft X 5 ft 
return flow low speed tunnel. 
The tunnel is capable of operating up to a dynamic pressure of bO psf and a test 
section mach number of .20.
 
The tunnel has an on-line analog to digital converter with direct read out and 
the tunnel hascard punching capabilities. In addition to forces and moments, 

extensive pressure measuring capabilities using pressure transducers and manometers.
 









SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
Ab base area; In, ft in 
a speed of sound; in/sec, ft/sec 
AR ASPECT aspect ratio, b2/S 
b REFB wing span or reference span; m, ft, in 
c wing chord; m, ft, in 
c wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference 
chord; n, ft, in (see Iref or refl) 
c. g. center of gravity 
C. P. center of pressure 
C CA axial force coefficient, FA/qSf 
b 
CAB base axial force coefficient, 
(Ab/S ref) 
[(PO -Pb) /q ] 
CAf CAF forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CAb 
CD CDTOTL drag force coefficient in the wind axis 









C1, s CSL 
















drag force coefficient in the stability axis 
system, FD/q Sref 
lift force coefficient (stability or wind axis) 
FL/q Sref
 
rolling moment coefficient in body axis 
system, Mx/q Sref b 
rolling moment coefficient in the stability 
axis system, MX, /q S b 
x, s ref 
rolling moment coefficient in the wind axis
system, Mxv /q Sre f b 
pitching moment coefficient in the body axis 
system, M/q Sref ' ref 
pitching moment coefficient in the stability 
axis system, C = Cm,s mn 
pitching moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, My, /q S e 
y, w ref ref 
normal force coefficient in the body axis










yawing moment coefficient in the body axis 
system, Mz/q Sre f b 
yawing moment coefficient in the stability
axis system, C = C 
n,s n 
C CLN yawing moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, Mzw/q Sre f b 
C 
P 
CP pressure coefficient, (p-p.) /q 
C 
y 
CY side force coefficient (body or stability axis 
system), Fjq Sref 
C cc side force coefficient (wind axis system), 
F/q Sref 
FA axial force; N, lb 
FD drag force in wind axis system; N4 lb., 
F' drag force in the. stability axis system; N, lb 
FL lift force (stability or wind axis system) ; N, lb 















normal to axial force ratio 
reference length; m, ft, in (see c) 
lift-to-drag ratio, CL/CD (stability axis 
system) 







abbreviation 'for moment reference point 




abbreviation for moment reference point 
on y-axis 




rolling moment in the body axis system; 
N-m, ft-lb 
MX, s 








SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
M rolling moment in the wind axis system; 
x~w N-m, ft-lb 
M pitching moment in the body (,or stability)
 
Y axis system; N-m, ft-lb -





M yawing moment in the body axis system;
Z N-m, ft-lb 
M yawing moment in the wind axis system;Z,W N-m, ft-lb 
p static pressure; N/m 2 ; psi
 
P total pressure; N/m 2 ; psi
 
q Q(PS) dynamic pressure; N/m 2 , psi, psf
 
Q(PSF) 
RN/L RN/L Reynold's number per unit length; million/ft. 
2S wing area; m , A2 
Sref REFS reference area; m2 , ft2 
T temperature; °K, °C, °R, IF 
speed of vehicle relative to surrounding 





SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
i T tail incidence positive when trailing edge
down, deg 
velocity of vehicle relative to surrounding 
atmosphere; m/see, ft/see 
a ALPHA angle of attack, angle between the projection 
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-plane 
and the body X-axis; deg 
BETA sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; deg 
7y ratio of specific heats 
F DIHDRL wing dihedral angle; deg 
8control surface deflection angle; deg 
positive deflections are: 
AILRON aileron - left aileron trailing edge down 
ELVATR elevator - trailing edge down 
RUDDER rudder - trailing edge to the left 
FLAP flap - trailing edge down 
TAB tab - trailing edge down with respect 
to control surface 






SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
pitch angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Y-axis, positive when the positive Z-axis is 
rotated toward the positive X-axis; deg 
* 	 PHI roll angle, angle of rotation about the body X­
axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z--axis; deg 
4' PSI 	 yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-taxis is 




















elevator or eleven 
flap 
rudder or ruddervator 
stability axis system 
tail, or total conditions 
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Notes: 
1. Positive directions of force coefficients
 




2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability
 






Figure 1. Axis systems, shoving direction and sense of force and 
moment coefficients, angle of attack, and sideslip angle
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CDF CL 5 5
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RCCU27 RcC02q RCC022 RCC02t
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cDF 	 CL 

CLM CL 	 27 27
 
*L/U 	 CL ZB Z
 
,BOSTER
HIGH WING SBC 

--JET FLAF'CANARD VS AEHODYNAMIC CANARD 

ItMALIA)






DEPENDENT INDEPENDE;iT PLOT PAGE .
 










JET FLAP 	 CANA U VSWC-f UDFIIAMIE- ANARU HT(,H .JNu sBc LjOusTEt 
DLPLNuEWI VA---!AdE-E--V-S-I)-E-PT"FO-E-iT V4'MSLE;--FULTIPLE I)ATASET5-(F'TuTAF-)-
CCCUU1 Cccoas 
UEeENuElIT L)EPLjfjENT PLOT PAGE 
VWMLAULL vAr(IABLL 0EQLNNINu ENUIIJ( 





JtT FLAP CANAR&7rAERODYNAMIC CANARD LOW WING SBC BOOSTER 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VANIABLE VAlIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL ALPHA 33 33
 
CLM ALPHA 3q 3
 
CDt ALPHA 35 3b
 
L/U ALPHA 36 34
 






DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
vAIABiLL VAnIAnLL btGiNNM4 I LNOINIJ 
CUF CL 37 37
 
CLM CL 38 38
 
L/U CL 39 39
 






uEPLNUENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VAn,$DLe VAAAbLL bLGlIlNbz I LNUINL 
CYBETA 
 ALPHA 
 140 '$0 
UCYNUB ALPHA '! 141 
DCBLDB ALPHA '2 '$2 






DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VWALADLE VARIABLL dEGLl[ANtNG / LNUII(4 





IATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHAR. HIGH *ING SBC BOOSTER/AERODYNAMIC CANARD/6-DG 'TOE IN
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 









CBL ALPHA '46 146 
ATE-AL DIRECTIONAL CHAR. 









DEPENuENT DEPENDENT PLOt PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIAbLL duG1riIIW / LNLING 






LATERAL&IXE IjO AL ChA LO W[NG 5 dOOSTEh/AEODYNAMI'C CANAR/6 DA G TOE 
DLPLNENT vArIABLE VS INDLPENI)ENT VARIABLE, PARAMETRIC STUDY (IPALFA) 
- T"ASETS ITPLOVTEO: 
KRC023 RcCU22 
uEPEWL)LNT UoLPtNDLNT PLOT PAGEVA IAbLL 3Ea4NL I LNUN 
CY ALPHA 48 48 
LYN ALPHA 49 9 
CBL. ALPHA 50 50 
LATERAC 0IRECTIONAL C-n7W LOn WING SBC BOOSTER/AERODYNAMIC CANARD/b I)Lm T EI1N
 






ULPENOLNT DEPLNUEiT PLOT PAGE
 











---LATl'AL L)IRECTIONAL CHAR. HIGH WING 5 BC bUOSIERNJE T FLAP CANARD/b DEG. 10E IN
 






DEPENUENT INDEPLNDENT PLOT PAGE

vAnIMAi.E ¥MniADLL b N1IMING / ENDIN 
CY ALPHA 52 52 
CYN ALPHA 53 i3 
CBL ALPHA 5q b 
BOUSTER/EI DLG. 







DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOt PAGE
 
TZTF_AL ")RELTIUNAL CHAR. HIGH WING 5BC ALAP UANAR ./6 TE IN
 
VARIABLE V.ARAbLL ULU1I1NNG I LNULNz 




,AP LU1 LNDLX 
LATLRAL UtAEC IUNAL CIIAI. LOa AING SBC BOOSTE/JET FLAP CANARD/6 DEG., iOE IN 
ULPLNULdT VARIAaLE VS INULPLNDENI VARIABLE, PAKAMEI8IC 5TUUv (FrALFA) 
iAJASETS PLOTTEv: 
RCCuZU RCCO19 
DEPENDOErJl INDEPENDEIIT PLOT PAGE 
VAIADLL VAKIAbLL bLoII'dNING LNIJINb 
CY ALPHA 56 56 
CYN ALPHA 57 57 
CdL ALPHA SB bB 
LATENAL L(A .uING SBC aOQSTE8/JEI 






0EPEN oLJT DEPENDEZJNFLUT PAGE / _ 
VALE VAM ALL bl 1uINi,4b / LJ&U / / 
.... ISRECIIONAL CtAd' FLAP CANARD/6 DEG. IUE 1w.
 




------- OATA-PThWf NUt EX 
-
HIGH SbC 
ULPLNUENT VAX IAbLE VS INuEPENUENT VARIABLE, PAiAMEIRIC STUDY (P 1ALFA) 
UATASET PLUTTEu: 
RCCulb RcCOIq 
uLPNuaNT IINDEPLNDENT PLOT PAGE 
L.tIIAL [INLLTIONAL CHAN. IING OOSTER/AEROUYNAMIC CANARD/U DE, TUL Il
 
A,%MOLAIAbdL 1 t InGIIN N 1i4 NG1 
CY ALPHA 60 tO
 
CYN ALPHA 61 61
 
CBL ALPHA 62 62
 
-:A1-EiAL DIRECTIONAL CIiAR. HIGH OING Sa3C JOSIEH/AERObYNAMIC CANARD/U O)L(3 TUL IN 
OLPLNUEiNT VARIAbLE VS OLPEDENT VARIABLE, PARAMETRIC STUUY (UPOVAK) 
UATASETb PLOTTEi,: 
RCCOi5 RCCO j 
oEPENDLNT DEPE EFIT PLOT PAGE 




-ATATAt T "iiE 
LAfrLRAL DINLI'AL-C--AN"--- - -AiN. SBC BOUSTER/AERODYHAMIC CA1lARD/U DEb TOE I1 
'J-PNJE, VAnIALbLL V5 INJL PL.NDEI4I VARIABLE, PARAMETRIC ,TUUY (I-'ALFAJ 
JATfA U -urre[ 1
 
KCCu3L R.CU29 
uLPt-LN, L_ T I .JDLPE.NOE T PLOT PAGE 
VAtKIAiLE VANIALOLL bEGINNINCG / ENDING 
LY ALPhA 6 Q
 
CY,4 ALPHA 6S ab 
GiL ALP11A 66 o6 
LATERAL 0ILC[I tONAL CtrA LU), 1NuM bC SOOTLK/AFROOYNAMIC A N ARD/O ULU TUE. -I 
0 E L,4.IVLNT VA tIA3LL s 3Lp iqLa4, f VA IAB3LE , PARAMETR IC 5 TDL -YPD A 
IJATASLTS LOTTEO: 
NLLdJ3U HC.CUIy 
OLJ- NULtT DEPLNDQ.T PLOT PAGE
 







Hl H"WNi vS Li WINb 5 C bOOSIER WITH AERODYNAMIC CANARD / 6 DEG, TOE IN
 





UEPENDL 47 INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VAMALMLE VARI AbL d-EGINLI4IrNG / ENUING 
CL ALPHA 68 od
 
CLM ALPHA 69 69
 
CF ALPHA 10 7U
 
L/u ALPHA 71 71
 






DEPENDENT DEPENDLNT PLOT PAGE
 
VAKIAOLL VARIABLE lE(ILNING / ENDIN(G
 
LoF CL 12 72
 
ULM CL 73 73
 
L/U CL / '/
 






DEPENuENT ItNjLPLNDEIT PLOT PAGE
 
VAMI AO-L V-AflAAELL U3EOINJLN( i LNUIIb 
CYBETA ALPHA 75 75 
LjCYwu6 ALPHA 76 76 
OCtL U ALPHA 17 17 






DEPENDENT DEPEADENT PLOT PAGE
 
VAKIABLL VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
DCYNUB CYBETA 78 78
 
58 
DATA PLUI INI)EX 
Ilut,dN vs V SbZcO-SJLR AERNUYWAIIC / OLG. IN;LOt4t; WvItn CA;NARu U TOE 






uELPEwLJL., I 1"DEPLNUtn!T PLOT PAGE 
VAK1ADLE VARIAtSLL M1t11fr NrU, I LUjN(, 
LL ALPHA 79 7y
 
CLM ALPHA 30 au
 
CD-F ALPHA 81 81
 
L/L) ALPHA 82 82
 






DLPLNI)LNT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VAKiAbLL VAKlAbLE dEGIrNING I ENUIN6 
coF CL 83 8j 
LLM CL 814 8q 
Lid CL 85 65 





DEPENDENT II1)EPENDE i I PLOT PAGE 
VAIAdLE VAKiABLL dEUI1NING / LNUiNQ 
CYBEFA ALPHA 86 8f 
CCYNDS ALPHA 87 87
 
oCaLOd ALPHA 88 88 





UEPENDENT DEPEgENT PLOT PAGE 
VAIAILL VAIIALLL dEIb3JfPNG / LJUINb 
L)CY N0 CY8ETA 89 89 
_____ ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ __ -59 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
-WTA PL4JI INuLEX 
HIQH- WING VSLU4 #jN( SUC BOOSTER ,tIT JLT FLAP CANARD / 6 DEG, TOE IN 





oDPLi4oLNT INuEPENDLNT PLOT PAGE 
VAKLr I LL VAV±AbLL bLQi1'4iN&N, t- 4L4 L3 
CL ALPHA 90 -u 
LL ALPHA 91 91 
LUF ALPHA 92 92 
L ALPHA 93 93
 






DLPLNoENT DEPEJDEN!T PLOT PAGE 
VMr1ACJLt- VAKIAbLL BEGINNING / ENUING 
Cuf CL 94 9q 
CLtI CL 9S 9! 
L/O CL 6 9 






DEPENOENT IrNOEPENDEoiT PLOT PAGE 
VARIALL VARIABLE 6EGI4NING / ENDINU 
CYBLTA ALPHA 97 97
 
ucYl4uB ALPHA 98 Y6
 
St3CdLLOB ALPHA Y9 Y9
 






DEPENDENT DEPENMDUNT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLL VANIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 




6 UtL. TOLt vSt) Lu "UL IN HIGH Vtjj(, SHjC bOUSTER tITH SHC BOUSTER 
UL-JUL..NI VArmAbLL V, INDL-PLNULil VAKIABLE, MULTIPL. DAIASLIS (FMALFA)
 
u ATASLIS PLOTTEI; 
i¢C~lJLb RcC] 14L
 
uFPLNJLh I NUf.PLI .OLvlT PLOT PAGE 
vAKIArtL L VArlAbLL dEG NNING / LNDING 
LL ALPHA I0I 0l1
 
L ti ALPHA 102 lO;
 
Co-F ALPHA 103 10j 
Li/0 ALPhA ljo I'"4
 





OEPFNOE[ T uEPE1NDENT PLOT PAGE
 




LLM CL 106 . /
 
LfL 1U/ / 





uEPLNDt.NT I1NDEP 1N3 ,;T PLOT PAGE
 
VAKrIAOLL YAK IAtLL ULU3IIr NaG I L,'lINb 
CYBL IA ALPHA 108 lob
 
uCfiqDd ALrPHA 109 l09
 
JCdLLJ6 ALP6 A I LO 11U
 






DEPENDL..NT bEPE,vUtNT PLOT PAGE 
V.Wi. VA? IAbLL flUbIlNNI NG / LrtuirPt 
uCYNudd CYLiETA Ill I ll
 
61 
~TL U I IIr-4LAT 
6 U TOL j VL3-- TNIfW'rT--: SBC-)j3( WUUSEi 5BC FUuSILNl VIIH 




uLPENuL T I,)PLNOj&LT -PLOT PAGE 
VA IAAL VANIABLL CEUlNNING / ENOING 
cL ALPHA 112 112
 
LI4L ALPHA 113 113 
..DcUV ALPHA Ijl IT. 
L/k) ALPHA 1s 11 b 






DEPENOLNT DEPEiNDENT PLOT PAGE
 
vAmIAdLLL VAIAiLL dLGINING / LNDIN 
LUF CL 116 - 116 
CL, CL 117 117 
L/0 CL 118 116 






ULPENULIo iAWEPENOLUI PLOT PAE 
VAnIAbLL VAXIAbLL uEba14lN1Nt, / ENV1I a 
LYdLTA ALPHA 119 119
 
uCYiub ALPHA 120 1,2u
 
0L Ld ALP-IA I 141 






DEPENOENT DEPENDENT PLOT, PAGE
 
VAKIAOLL VANIABLE bEgINNING / ENDING 
















-0 - -6 -4 - a a 4 0 0 10 1? 14 is IS zo 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYNMBO CLEvOM PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 30.000 MACH 0.185 BETA 0.000 REFS 1.0000 SQ. FT 
- ±5.000 FLAF 0.000 VTAIL .000 RE#L 2.0000 FT. 
0.000 REFB,~OXMRP ?.0001.7030 FT.Fr. 
S 15.00 yMRP OaDDD FT 
ZMRP 0.0125 FT. 
REFERENCE FILE HOC (1) SPACESNU?-8 SCALE 0.0100 SCALE 
:351-CAC-LSWT-SBCBOOSTER BIN1W1T1PIV1E1F2 CRCCOI2) 16 OCT 70 PAGE I 
ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS HIGH WING SBC BOOSTER WITH AERODYNAMIC CANARD -- , 
.12 
,10 ___ 





-aI - 6 -4 a 2 , 4 6 a IV 1,? 14 16 Is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYN801- £ EVC PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C) - 30.000 "A,:" 0.185 BETA 0.00a REFS 1 0009 S&° FT 
M - 15000 VTAIL 1FLAP U.000 6.0 O EFL 20000 FT: 
REF8 2 0000 FT. 
0.000 XHRF 1:7030 FT: 
1.1o0g YMRP a .O0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.0125 FT. 
REFERENCE FILE NBC (W ISPA CE SHUT -S SCALE O.0100 SCALE
 
!35;l-CA -LSwT-S8CBOOSTER 8INIWITIPIVIEIF2 CRCC012) 16 0&T 70 PAGE 2 








Z . as4 







-10 0 -6 4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 10 2 14 16 1 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ELEVOJ PARAMETRIC VALVES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 30.000 MACH 0.183 BETA 0.000. REFS 1.0DO $9. FT 















REFERENCE FILE MCOWD)SFACESHUT-B SCALE 0.010 SCALE 
1351-DAC-LSWT-SBCBOOSTER BINLW TIP1V1E1F2 CRCCO12) 16 OCT 70 PAGE 3 








- 2 000 F 
0 B X 14 16 10 20 ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SflfO ELEVON PARANETRIC VALUES 
 REFER 1.000 FTO
INF.RA 

- 30.000 MACn . .165 BETA 0.000 RF .00 S.F 
- x=.000 FLAP 6.000 VTAIL 6,000 REF, 2.000 Fr.
 
000 EFB 2.0000 FT.
 
A L5.000 YNRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZHRF 0.0125 FT 
REFERENCE FILE KbC(D)SPACESHUr-B SCALE 0.0100 SCALE 
:351....- LST-SBOOSER B1NIWiTIPIVIEIF2 (RCCO12) 16 OCT 70 PAGE 4 
_______ 











. 0 -0.3 -. 2 -C.L 0.0 .1 0.2 0.3 0.4 O, 0.6 0.7 0.$ 0.9 1.0-4_ 
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
 
STNBCC. CLJIVC PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATIOM 
-30.vou MAC" 0.185 BETA 0.O09 REFS 1.0000 SO. "FT 
- 1.000 FLAP 9 000 VTAIL SlowORF .DO T 
1101 EFS 2.0000 FT.
 O .0 XNRP 1.7030 FT. 
13.000 YHRP- 0.0000 FT. 
Z.RP O.DIES FT.
 
REFERENCE FILE NOC(WD)SPACCSHUT-8 SCALE 0:0100 SCALE
 
135f-CAC-LSWT-SBCB0OSTER BI.NIWITIPIVIEIF2 (RCCOI2)- 16 OCT 70 PAGE 5 
ELEVON EFFECTiVENESS HIGH WING SBC BOOSTER WITH AERODYNAMIC:CANARD 







-. 24 ,. ­
.12 
SYMOL c.LEVo PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- n.avc MACH 9.185 BETA 0.000 REFS 1.0000 So. FT 
"-15.000 rLAP 0.000 VTAIL 8.090 REFL 2,9000 FT,
0REF 2.0000 FT:
 
-. 0.0 XMRP I.To " FT. 




REFERENCE FILE ND1. W'D)SPTA SHUT SCALE 0.0100 SCALE. 
135!-CAC-LSWT-SBCB3OSTER BlNlWlTI.PlVIEIF2 CRCCOI2) 16 OCT 70 PAGE
 
-46 





-0.5 -0.11 -0.3 '-D.P -0.1 0.0 .& 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 O.8 0.9 1.0 
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
 
SYMBOL £LEVOR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-30 Ong MACH 0.18 BETA 0*0up. REFS 1.00o0D Go 
-50D0 FLAP D.VanO VTAIL 6.000 REFL aDODO FIS 
.RFB 2.00DO FT.
 
0 .0 XRR 1,7030 FT, 
13.000 YMRF O,.Bon FT: 
ZMRP O.0425 Fr. 
REFERENCE FILE NBCOM) SFACESMUT-B $CALE 0.0100 SCALE 
!35l-CAC-LSWT-SBrBOGSTER BINlWlTlPlVlElF2 CRCCO12) 1-OT70 PG 7
 
EI..VON EFFE,ESSI- LW.,WINQ.SaQ QO$TER:W HSAERODYNAMIC. CANARDnrrr. .. .... ...... z... ..., *;... .. 1 1- -r 
'4I ,-
U-




I , I 
-: G3 *- 2 . 2 , '18 0 1t4 16 1s 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
,rfleO. ELEVON FAklAIETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION ­
- 0 ".285. BETA 0.00O- 1.0000 SG. FT6o REFS 
- ;oo FLAP " 0000 VTAIL 6.600, REFL 2.000 FT. 
- 0000 RFB a.D000 FT. 
X5g.000NW .7a3a FT.A -, 0.0000 FT. 
ZNRP 0.0125 FT. 
REFERENCE FILE MDC(WO)SPACESUT-S SCALE 0.0100 SCALE-
1351-OAC-LSWT-BCBOOSTER B1N'WITiPIVE'1-F2 cRqcC27) " 16" OCT 70 PAGE 8
 
___ 























- "%so0 a 6 - 3 -2 a a 4 111 12 14 16 IS 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
$yNOOL ELEVOWJ PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-30.Doo MACH 0.185 BETA 0.oau REFS 1.0000 SQ. FT 








ZNRP U.0125 FT. 
REEENEFIE MC (60)SPACESHfUT-0 SCALE 0.0100 SCALE 
i35!-CAC-LSWT-SBCBOOSTER BINIWITIPlVlEIFZ CRCC027) 16 OCT 70 PAGE 
 9 




















- a a 4 t a 2 4 6 8 lo 
ANGLE (IF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
MA d 0.185 87TA 0.999 
FLAP 0,000 VTAIL 6.000 
REFERENCE FILE NDCIWD)SPACESUT-B 
12 14 16 le 20 
REFERENCC INFORMATION 
REFS 1, oo0 $so FT 
REFL 2:000a FT. 
REFS 2,.0DOO FT. 
XMRF 1.7030 FT: 
YMRP 0.000a Fr,
ZLRP 0.0125 Fr: 
SCALE 0.0100 SCALE 
ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS LOW WING SBC BOOSTER WITH AERODYNAMIC CANARD
 








-1 0 • - 4 - a 2 4 6 . a IQ 22 14 - 16 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
syms ELEVOM PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
-30O 0 MACH 0.283 BETA 0.000 
 REFS 1.000 So, FT
 
-15.000 FLA, 0.000 VTAIL 6. 000 REFL 2.0000 FT: 
0.0oO0 REFS 2.0000. FT. 
XN4RF 1.T030 FT.15.000 




REFERENCE FILE "DEtVD)SFAdSBHUT-B SCALE 0.0100 SCALE
 
135l-CAC-LSWT-SBCBOOSTER BINIWITIPIVIEIF2 CRCC0271 16-OCT 70 PAGE 11
 






.06d.2 L___ -rA-LW MCC02 
-1%S -0.4 -0.3 "'0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.1, 0.4' o.s" 
LIFT COEFFICIENT.-CL 
SYMBOILfLEVOcw PARAMETRIC VALUES 
30-_ACH 0.1 BETA 0.000 
IS :00B00 NL4F 0.00f) VTAIL 6.000 
0.300 
Z 15o000 
REFERENCE FILE MOC(M) SFACESHUT-6 
135.-,C-SW-SBCB0,STER RINlWlTIPlVIEIF2 RC 2' 16 
0.6 
OCYT 
0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 1.0000 SO. FT 
REFL 2.0000 FT. 
REFB8 a0000 FT.XURP 1:703 : 
YHIRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRF 0.0125 FT: 
SCALE 0.0100 SCALE 
70 PAGE 12 











-% .5' -B.4 -5.3 -D.2 -0.1 0,." 0.1 0.2 g.3 0.4 0.5 0.0 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL 
SYMBOL ELEVC PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a _ 3.000 HACH 0o36S BETA a IN) REFS 1.0000 SQ. FT 
:3 - 15-000O FLAP .0.000 VIA IL 6 :000 REFL a 0O000 FT,00REFB.0 -D FT: 
0 O.OEXNRR 1.7030 FT. 
10.000 YMRP 0.,OSOS FT. 
ZHRP 0,0125 FT* 
REFERENCE FILE HOC(WO)$FPACE HUT-B SCALE 0:0100 SCALE' 
135:-CAC-LSWT-S8C8OQSTER BINIWITIPIVlItF2 CRCC027) -16 OCT 70 PAGE 13
 






- -0. -0.3! -3.2 -0.1 0.0 0.1 cya. 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6' U.7 08 D.9 1.0 
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
 
Syr4CM" ELEVOW PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
- 0.000 MACH 0.105 BETA 0.000 REFS 1.0000 SO. FT
 
- 15.000 FLAP 0.000 VTAIL 6.000 REFL 2.0000 FT. REFB 2.0000 FT.
 
2.000 XMRP 1:7030




REFERENCE FILE NOCWDUSPACESNUT-B SCALE 0.Ol00 SCALE
 
1351-AAC-LSWT-SBCBOOSTER BINI-WiTIPIVIEiF2 CRCC027) 16 OCT 70 PAGE 14
 




0.5 - _ _ _ _ _ _ 
0.Q4 
__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 








-8 - 4 -2 0 "4 6 0 12 14 16 16 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 


















0 40.000 REFSXHRP 2.0DDDD 1.7030 
FT. 
FT. 
YNRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZNRF 0.0125 FT. 
REFERENCE FILE HDCfWI SPACESHUT-8. SCALE 0.0100 SCALE 
1351-DAC-LSWT-SBCBOOSTER BINIWITI'PIV1EIF2" (RCCO09) i OCT 70 PAGE 15 













-. to -6 -4 - 2 0 a 4 6 a 1 lb 14 i6 Is 2u 
1 ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL FLAF PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION
 
0 0.000 ACH 0.185 BETA 0.000 REFS 1.0000 So. FT 











 REFERENCE FILE HDC(Wi SPACESHUT-B 







CANARD FLAP EFFECTIVENESS HIGH WING SBC BOOSTER WITH AERODYNAMIC CANARD

.4 0 ' ' I • . . .J. .i.l.l 
 f 
 i * J J J 





















-a -8 -4 -2 a 2 4 68 8 IP. 12 14 1 1 20, 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SY#3OL FLAP 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
O 0.ov MACH 0.185 BETA 0.000 
 REFS 1.0000 80. PT
S 20.00 ELEVON - 15.00 VTAIL, e.ooo REFL 2.0000 FT.
 









REFERENCE FILE NDC(00)SFACESHUT-B SCALE 0.0 00 SCALE
 
!351-AC-LSWT-SBCBOOSTER BINIWITIPIVIEIF2 
 CRCCOOS) 16 OCT 70 PAGE 17
 







-S -0 -4 -2 O - 4 " 0 10 12 14 16 1 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
































REFERENCE FILE MOC(VD)SPACESHUT-l SCALE 0.0100 SCALE-
1351-CAC-LSWT-SBCBOCSTER B1N1WITIP1VfE'jF2 CRCCO09) lG OCT 70 PAGE 1R 
.10 
CANARD FLAP EFFECTIVENESS HIGH WING SBC BOOSTER WITH AERODYNAMIC CANARD 

















.%S -0.4 -0.3 -a.? -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2" 0.3 0.4 G.S 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 




0.185 SETA 0.000 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 1.000a SO. FT 
Z0.00I ZEVO - 15.0S9 VTAIL 6.000 REFL 2.60006 FT. 
40.000 REFSXMRP a600601.7 3  FT., 
Y.RF 0.0000 FT: 
ZLRFSCALE aN0125 00100 FT. SCALE 
REFERENCE FILE MDC(I0ISPACESHUT-VISCALE PAGE SA 
!:51-OAC-LSWT-SBCSOOSTER B1Nlw1T1PlvIE1F2 CRCC09) 16 OCT 70 PAGE 
 19 
















5 -0.4 -0.3 -;2 ti. 0.0 0.1 0.2 V.z 0.4 0.5 OkG 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LIFT COEFFICIENT,-CL 
SYNSM FLAP FARAMETPIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MACH 0.185 BETA 0.00D REFS 1.0000 sq. FIT 
20.000 ELEVON - 15.909- VTAIL 6.000 REFL 2.00O0 FT. 
0 0. REFS 2.0000 FT: 
0.0TXMRP 
YNRP 1,70300 0000 FT,FT: 
Z-RF . 0125 FT. 
RFERENE FILE MDC( OSPACESHUT-$ SCALE 0.0100 SCALE 
1351-DAC-LSWT-SBCBdOSTER BINlWlTIPlVlElF2 [RCCOO9) 16 OCT 70 PAGE 
 20 





-0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.D5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL 
SYMBOL FLAP PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INPORMATION 
0.000 MACH 0.185 BETA O.Go0 REFS 1.0000 SO. FT 
moOu ELEV - 15.00(1 VTAIL 6.000 REFL 2.0000 FT. 
4000REFB 2:.000 IT: 
0 0.00XNRP 
Y H R P 
1,?03 
.0 0 0 0 
FT. 
F T : 
ZMRF1 ,0125 FT 
REFERENCE FILE MDC(Wf)SPACE.SMUT-B SCALE 0.O100 SCALE 
1351-CAC-LSWT-SBCBOOSTER BINlWITlPIVIlEIF2 CRCCO09gJ 16 OCT 70 PAGE 21"
 



















-1a - - -4 2 a 2 4 6 8 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA 'SET SYMBOL COFIOURPATION OESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALVES 
(oCCOol") 0 1351-DAC-LSWT-SBCBOOSTER BZIWN IVIEI BETA 0.000 ELEVON (RCCO05) Q 1351-DAC-LSWT-SBCDOOSTER BIN$W1TlPlVI lFZ VTAIL 6.000 




14 16 18 2 
REFERENCE INFORMATIOP 
REFS 1.0000 SO. FT 
REFL 2.01)(3 FT. 
REFS 2.0000 PT. 
XNRP 171030 FT. 
YNRP 0.0000 Ff. 
ZMRP 0.0125 FT. 
SCALE .o100 SCALE 
PAGE 22 
_____ _____ 











_____ _____ 	 6 is -C----aIS-22 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHAi, DEGREES
 
DATA SEr SYMBOL CONFIGURATION; DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCEINFOR4ATrON 
(RCEO01) a 1351-DAC-LSWT-SBCBOOSTER BlNlWlJlVlEl BETA 0.0VQ ELEVON O.EO0 REFS IX OEO SO. FT 
(RCCODS) (3 135I-DAC-LSWT-$BCOOOSTER SINIWITIFlYlEIF2 VTAML 6.000, REFL 2.0000 FT. 
•Rf:FB 	 2.0000 FT. 
XHRP 1.7030 'FT. 
YHRP 0.0000 FT.ZMRF 0.0125 FT.
 
HACH 0.185 	 SCALE 0.0100 SCALE.
 
PAGE 23 




.A"e - r I' j- . .
 














- 0 -a - -4 -R 0 2 B 8 10 12 14 '16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA git SYMBOL COFIGUATIN DESCRIFTIOi PARAMETRIC VALUZS REFERENCE INFORHAT1OA 
CRCC&j; 0 1351-DAC-LSWT-SSCBOOSTER SXHIWjVI1E BETA 0.000 ELEVON- 0.000 REFS 1.0000 SQ. FT 
?RCCooaj f 1351-DAC-LSWT-SBCBSTER BINIWITIPIVIEIF2 VTAIL 6.00a REFL 2.000 FT. 
REFS 2.000 FT. 
XNRF I.7050 FT. 
YMRP 0.0000 FT 
ZHRF .012 FT 
HACH 0.165 SCALE 0.0100, SCALt 
PAGE 24
 
JET FLAP CANARD VS AERODYNAMIC CANARD HIGHWING SBC BOOSTER
 




- a, 4. 0 I LE 14 16 is 20 
'ANGLE OF,ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUJRATIO-J DESCRIPTION 
(Rc¢0ol 0 1351-DAC-LSWT-SOCOOOSTER BINIWlJlVlr. 









REFS 1.0000 SG. FT 
REFL Z.0000 FT. 
REFS 2.0000 FT: 
XNEP 1.7930 FT. 
yMPF O,:0000 FT:ZNRP 0,0125 FT. 
SCALE 0.0100 SCALE 
PAGE 25 














.1.- __.1 0.0 o' .- 04 ' .-. 08 0 10 
L /I 
-o -. 3 '-.2 -. 1 .0 .0" .2 .2 0.3- .4 0.0 .6 .7 .8 .9 .0 





LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL 
CONFIGURATION DESCRZFT0ON PARAUSTR1C VALLuES 
I351-DAC-LSWT-SOCBOOSTER BINIWIJXVIEI BETA 0.000 ELEVON 





REPS 1.0000 SQ. FT 
REFL 2.0000 FT. 
REFB 2.0000 FT. 
XNRF 1.7030 FT. 
YHREP 0.0000 FT. 
ZI4RP 0.0125 FT. 
SCALE 0.010 SCALE 
PAGE 26 
JET FLAP CANARD VS AERODYNAMIC CANARD HIGH WING SBC BOOSTER
 








- -. 02 
- _ _ 
I . .0 - -_ 
__ -
. . .. . . . .
 
-% .5' -0.4 '-11.3 -9.2 -0.1 .9 13.0 0.1 0.9! 0.3' B'4 O's - .6, 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IMCCUPI) 0 135I-DAC-LSWT-SsC6OOSTZR 51NIWIJIYIEI BETA 0.000 ELEVON U.UUU REFS 1.0000 SQ. FT 
CRCCB05) 0 1351-DAC-L ST-SSCBOOSTER 8B ,IlTlFlVIEIFZ VTAIL 6.009 REFL 2.1300O- FT. 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
REF S 2 . 0000 F T .
 
XMRF 1.7030 FT.
Y HRF 0 .00 00 F T.
 
ZMRP -. 0125 FT.
 




JET FLAP CANARD VS AERODYNAMIC CANARD HIGH WING SBC BOOSTER
 
-4 
- -­ 0.4 -0. . -0* . 0.1, 0.2 U.3 0.4 0,5 0.6 . .6 U .0 
LIFT -COEFFICIENT. CL 
DAA ST SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION , PRHTIVaU$REFERENCE FO TI 
I j¢CCO-01 I 35-DAC-LSWT-$OCOOOSTR BINIWIJIVIE1 "BETA 6000' ECEVON 0.000 REFS i.0000 SO. 'FT 






"I.RP 1:703ft FT: 
YmRF 0o.0000 FT. 
HACH 0.165 ZmRPSCAL 0.01250.0100 Ft.SCA C 
PAGE 28 
___ 


















'ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHfA,, DEGREES'
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 PARAMETRIC VALUe3 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
fcccool) 0 3 Z D C L -B B S B N2WLJ2V El 
 BETA 0.000 ELEVON .000 REFS 1.0000
(CCCODS) M 2351-BAC-LSWT-BCSOOSTER BINIWITIPIVIElFZ SQ. FTVTAIL 6.000 






0.180 ZLRP .0115 FT.
EACTN 
 SCALE 0.0100 SCALE 
PAGE 29
 
.JET FLAP CANARD VS AERODYNANIC CANARD HIGH.WING SBC BOOSTER
 













z -.-.000W_ _.._ ___ -j .. _. ________ __ 
cp 
__ _ . .>- -. 00301 __ ._ . . z 
< -1 4 6 8 0 1 ____s10 a___ 2 1 S 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIQURATION DESCRIPION PARAMETRIC VALkUS REFERENCE INFORMAT1ON 
cCCool) 0 1351-DAC-LSWT-SSCBOOSTER BINIWIJIVIEI BETA 0.000 ELEVON 0.000 REFS :.oooD SQ. FT 
REFS 2.0000 FT. 
XHRP 1.7030 FT. 
YNRP 3.4000 FT.ZHRP 0.0125 FT. 




JET FLAP CANARD VS AERODYNAMIC CANARD HIGH WING SBC BOOSTER 
003 
-
-t-rr rrr rrr~ 











-- -. 00p. 
- 2a a -6 4 - 0 2 4 6 10 12 14 16 is 20 

















REFS 10000 SQ. FT 
REFL 2°0000 FT: 

























-.0005 -. a" -.015 -.010 ' Is .000 .00 "" niBID .02' ' De 
SIDE FORCE DERIVATIVE, DCY/DBETA (CYBETA) PER DEGREE
 
DATA 99T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION' 





Y-R0 0.0000 FT. 
ZHR. 0.0125 FT.MAH 0.10 
 SCALE 0.0100 SCALE
 
PAGE 32 
JET FLAP CANARDI VS AERODYNAMIC CANARD,*. -,,- -1--r--r -r----r- -J ,--r - r - F 
0.9 
0.8 
LOW WING SBC BOOSTER'







-10 , - -4 -0 a 26 a 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 




SYNBOL CONFIGURATION 0ESCRIFTIO" 
Q 1351-DAC-LSWT-SCSOOSTEr BINiW2JIVIEV: 









REFS 1.000 So. FT 
REFL 2.0000 FT. 
REFS 2.0000 FT. 
XNHP 1.7030 FT. 
YHRP 0.0000 FT, 
ZNRF 0.0125 FT. 
SCALE 0.0100 SCALE 
PAGE 33 
JET FLAP CANARD VS AERODYNAMIC CANARD LOW WING SBC BOOSTER 
.14 __ 
.10 . ... 4is 





-LI. . . 0 FT_ 
REF _ 2 onvo FT_ 
-. 02 S _R______ _ __ a,.Ia, 2 5 FT: FT, 
-. 0F 0-0125 FT_ 
MACHO- 018 ANGLE 0 OF ATTACK.EALPHA. DEGREE 
SCAL 001 00 SCAE 
DAT Sf SylS~.OEC~tT1O~I C~FJU#1J0 ANGLE~~~AGLH, EREARHETIC AL.&S 3F4TCKEPA&NE INOMAIt 
JET FLAP CANARD VS AERODYNAMIC CANARD- LOW WING SBC BOOSTER
 

















.1 	 __________ 
.10 	 _ 
" a - -4 -2 0 a 4 6 a ia 12 14- 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACI, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COfFIURAT1CN DESCRIPTION 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
£RCCO9) C 1351-DAC-LSWT-SBCBOOSTgR BINIWZJ1VIEI PETA o;OoO ELEVON 0.000 	 REFS 1.0000 SO. FT 

























-S -6 -4 -a a 4 8 a 10 IF 14 is is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA ST SYMBtOL CONFIGURATI0f DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VAnUra REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
CRCC019) C L351-DAC-LSWT-SOOSTER IH"WzJiVIEi BETA 0.000 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 1.00D SQ. FT 








ZMR a .0125 FT.
 




















-90.5 -9.4 .11.5l -0.2 -13.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 6.2 0.5 0.4 0.5 
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL 
DATA SET SYMBOL CaFIURATI0N DESCRIPTION FARAHNTRIC V.LUS 
(RCC019) 0 1351-DAC-LSWT-SSCBOOSTER BINIWZJIVIE1 BETA, DIM00 ELEVON 




G.7 0.8 0.9 t.0 
REFERENCE INFORHATION 
REFS 1.0000 So. FT 
REFL 2.0000 FT. 
REFS 2.0000 FT. 
XHRF 1.7030 FT. 
YMRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZHRP" 0.0125 FT. 
SCALE 0.0100 SCALE 
PAGE 37 









-65 -D.4 -0.3 -D.B -D1'I C1.0 0.0 D.L 0.2 0.3 0.4. 0.5 0.6 0.7 a.$ ,9 1,.' 
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIC0 DESCRIPTION 	 PARAMETRIC V14UES REFERENCE INFORNArION 
ELEVON OOUO REFS 1.0000 SO. FT19CCO19) 0 1351-DAC-LSWT-$SCBOOSTER BINIWaJlVIEI BETA 0.000 11ccon} 13 1351-DAC-LSWT-SOCBSOSTR BINIWZTlPlVIEIFZ VTAIL 6.000 	 REFL 2.0000 FT. 
REFS e.0000 FT. 






SCALE 0.0100 SCALE'MACH Bliss 

PAGE 36 




tv -20 -0. 02 -. . .0 01 0 . . . -D . . . . 
-D 




LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL 
CONFIGURATIOH Dg8CRIPTIO PARAMETRIC VAL 96-
1351-DAC-LSWT-SBCBOOSTER BINIWZJIVIlE BETA, 0.000 ELEVON 




REFS 1.0000 SO. FT 
REFL 2.0000 FT. 
REFB 2.0000 FT. 
XNRP 1.7030 FT. 
YHRP 0.0000 FT.ZMRP 0.0125. FT. 
SCALE 0.0100 SCALE 
PAGE 39 


















IV _-Ga1 4 




ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
COhFI URATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
1351-DAC-LSWT-S9COOSTER BXNIWZJIVIEI BETA 0.000 ELEVON 




REFS 1.0DO SQ. FT 
REFL 2.0000 FT. 
REFS 2.0000 FT. 
XNRF 1.7030 FT. 
YNRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZR. 0.0125 FT. 
SCALE 0.oo0 SCALE 
PAGE 40 















" G a'13- 8 - 6 - 4Z 2 a 2 4 6 , a 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
12 14 16 IS 20 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIFIGURIATION' DESCRIPTION 
(CC¢019) 0 135$1-DAC-LSWT-SOCBOOSTER SJ.NlHZJlVlE1 
(CCCO Z) [3r 1351 -DAC-LSWqT-SSCBOOSTER B1NIWZTIPIVIEIFZ 







REFS 1.0000 SQ}-. FT 
REFL a.0O000 FT.
REFS 2.0000 FT: 
XmRF 1.7030 FT.
YMRP 0.000a FT. 
ZNRP O.OjZ5 FT.SCALE O.O00 SCALE 
PAGE 41 
C 















S -. 0131 
-LJ 
0 _.O00O__FT, RBFB 
-,004 
-ma D-0000 FT: 
REFS zaoo5 FT: 
MACH D.fao SCALE Oo10a SCALE 
PAGF 4? 











Z .02 am-_ _ -.015 -.0113 -cas__ XDD Ga 0 .0__ _O_ .020' .os 
SIDE FORCE DERIVATIVE. DCYIDBETA (CYBETA) PER DEGREE
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COWFIGVRfTIOM DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
1CC¢019, 0 1351-DAC-LSWT-SBCSOOSTER BlNlWZJIVIEI BETA O.Goo CLEVON 0.000 REV, 1.O000 So. FT 
(CCCOZZ) 0 1351-DAC-LSWT-SBC1300STER SIHIWBTlIV1EIF2 VTAIL G,0q0" REFL 210090 FT. 
-REFH 2.0000 FT. 




MAC" 0.100 SCALE o,010 SCALE
 
PAGE 43 
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHAR. ..








LL. - - ­
'Lii ___,,_ _ __ _ .___._,. 
-*-10 - 4 a 2 4 a a I0 12 14 16 is 2a 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
57"P.Ou/ BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-6.000 -MACH 0.185 ELEVON. 0.000 REFS I BUBB 50. FT 
0.000 Ft AF 01000 VTAIL 6.000 REFL 2:0000 FT. 






R0FERENCE FILE MDCW)SPACVSHUO- SCALE 0:0100 SCALE 
:351-DAC-LSWT-S8CBOOSTER B1N'WT1P1VI'E1F2 [RCCQO6-) 16 OCT 70 PAGE 44 










6.01 0 MACH_ U.ISS EE M G.0 EF .00 S.F 
-. HA0 0.1 T
 
REEENEFIE MCW)SAESO-RSAE 0.0000 SCAL
 
'351-DAC-LSWT-SBC800STER BlNlWITlPlVIElP2 (RCCOO6) 16 OCT 70 PAGE 45
 
















- 0 a -4 - a 2 6 a80 12 14 16 o 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYSOd- BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
6 . 00 HACH 0.185 ELEVONI 01000 	 REFS 1.O000 SO. FT 
0.000 	 FLAP 0.000 YTAIL 6.000 REFL 2.0000 FT. 
REPO 2 DOUG FT: 
XHRF 1,1030 FT. 
Y149P 0.0000 Ff.ZSRP 0.0±55 FT. 
SCALE 0.0100 SCALE
REFERENCE FILE NOEC I))SFACESNUT-9 

._l51-CAC-LSWT-SBC8O3STER BINIWITLPIVIEIF2 [RCCOOG) 16 OCT 70 PAGE 43
 

















EF 2.00 FT. 
0 .0 0 0 F L P O 
 I . 0 -l R E S2 *0 T

.00 SF




REFRECEFIEDC WDS LASHTERA FBRC CY-0 SCEFACENT S 
C.000 - MACH 0.15 EUVON .00 $REPS 1.000 SQ.AFT 
VALUEST~llE PAE
SYM5O. BEAC-PARAMC9SERI REFEREN6CCT70 47ORATO
 
gEFERENCE FILE M0L)SAEHrB.SAE 010 SCL 




LATERAL DIRECTIONAL.CHARb LOW WING SBC BOOSTER/AERODYNAMIC-CANARD/6 DEG TOE IN
 
.14 
















_.---,._ _ _-._, ._ 
_ 
- 00 
REFS 2_u_ , FT 
6 o MC 015.00RF XVO 1.7000 SFT
 
1 7030 FT.YMRP
Z R- 0 0125 FT
REFERENCE FILE ELEUO PA 0.000 
 SCALE 1.0000 SCALF
 
132_;-CAC-LSWT-SBCBO0STER BlNIW2TlPIVIElF2 CRCC023) 16 OtT 70 PAGE 48
 
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHAR. LOW WING SBC BOOSTER/AERODYNAMIC CANARD/6 DEG TOE IN
 
*~ --r-r--I -r---r -r--v- r-r-- -,--r-r- -r-r-- rr- rr rrr ,-,---r rrr -r-r rrt 





toz~9 1; .4 2 a 2 4 . 6" . a, "10 " le 14" '16 ' a ' 20:, 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
sr"BO BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOfRATION 
- .000 MACH 0.185 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 1.0000 SQ. FT 




YfHRP 0 . aQu FT.
ZRP 0-.125 FT. 
-AFERENCE.FILE 1 C ( )SO AC0HUT- SCALE a.0100 SCALE 










-. 03 L 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
ST9130- BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMAYION 
0 - 6o000 MACH 0.185 £LEVOM G°005 REFS 1.0000 so, FT 









a0.0BOD0.0125 FT. FT: 
REFERENCE FILE MDO(WDJ 5ACESHUT-Br SCALE D.0OD SCALE 
13Z 1-DAC-LSWT-S8CBO0STER BINtW2TIPIV'IE r2 CRCC023) 16 OCT 70 PAGE 5D 
__ 
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHAR. LOW WING SBC BOOSTER/AERODYNAMIC CANARD/B DEG TOE IN








I I I 






















-.10 -. 00 -. 00 -. 04 -. 02 .09 .Ua .04 .00 .08 .10 .12 .14 .10 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY
 
SyBl BETA FARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
6.00 NACH 0.185 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 1.0000 SQ. FT
 
•REFS VTAIL 6.000 REFL 2,0000 FT.





YNRP 0.000o FT. 
ZNRP 0,0125 FT.
 
REER L SCALE SCALE
DC)PACESHUT- 0.0100
REFERENCE FILE NBC S6OCE7NUGE RC 2 5 
35!-UAC-LSWT-SBCBOCSTER BNIW2T1P1V1EF2 CRCCO23) iS OCT 70 PAGE 51
 














a 1 0 1 2 14 16 is 2 uIle - - 6 - 4 - 2 a 2 4 6 
ANGLE UF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONSTAB"1 SSTA PARAMETRIC. VALUCS 




- 6 000 ACH 0.183 ELEVOM 0.00 

.000 VTAIL 6 .000 
REFS 2.GOOD FT. 
X14RP 1:7030 FT: 
YMRP 0.O00O0 FT. 
ZH;RP 0,0125 FT: 
SCALE 0.0100 $CALE
 
MFEREHCE FILE O C (W )SPA CC H UT-B 
CRCCO02) 16 'OCT 70 PAGE 2:35-DAC-LSWT-S0C200STeR BINIWItiVlEI 














-ice -e -0 -2 a R 4to 12 14 16 1 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION­
- .000 MACN 0.185 ELEV04 0.000 REFS 1.0000 S0 FT
 
0.000 VTAIL. 6.000 REFL 2.0000 FT







EFERENCE FILE NC(W )SPACESNUT-8 SCALE 0.0100 SCALE
 
1351-DAC-LSWT-SBCBCOSTER BINIW1.J1V1Et CRCCO02) iS OCT 70 PAGE 53
 









i -. 035 
zi 
-. 0.F 
z -. 020 125 FT 
S -. 5 ' _.0000 FT 
RF 0 OOO0 FT. 
REFERENCE FILE NDCIWISPAESHUT-8 SCALE 0:0100 SCALE 
1351-CAC-LSWT-SBC8OOSTER B!NIWIJlVIEl ' RCCO02) 16 OCT 70 PAGP 54
 
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHAR. HIGH WING SBC BOOSTER/JET FLAP CANARD/6 DEG. TOE IN
 
tn rr-r -r- -1----, -.- rr -,-r- r-r-r rrJr -lrn nr.fl Igr rrr I1 f 
I I F 














-'OID' -. 09 -. 09 -. 4 -. 02 .00 .02 .04 uOs .08 .10 .12 .14 °1; 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CY
 
Symo 07TA " ARA TRI VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATIONC 

- .000 MACH 0.285 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 1.0000 SO. FT
 
0.000 	 YTAIL 6. 00 REFL 2 0000 FT, 
REFS 2:0000 FT: 




REFERENCE FILE NDC(WO)$PACESHUT-D SCALE 0.0100 SCALE-

1351--uAC-LSWT-SBCBOOSTER BINlWIJIVlEl 	 [RCCO02) 16 OCT 70 PAGE 55 











1 -o -G -4 -2 b a 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 t8 20. 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
-STEM BETA PARAMETRIC VALU=S REFERENCE INFORMATION 













REFB- 2.0ou0 FT, 
XNRF 1.7030 FT. 
YH1RP 0.000 FT. 
ZNRF 0.0iZ5 FT. 
REFERENCE FILE HDC(WV)GPACESHUVT- SCALE 0.0100 
SCAE 
!351-DAC-LSWT-SBCEOOSTER BINIW2JIV1EI "ERCC020) 16'OCT 70 PAGE 56 












" 1 0 - a 4 - 2 a 2 4 a a 0 le 1 4 16 Is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
5YPSOL BETA FARAHETRIC VALUESk REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 6.000 MACH 0.185 FLEVO G.Oaa REFS 1.0000 SQ FT 
0.000 VTAIL 6.000 REFL 2.0000 FT. 
REFB 2.00GO FT. 
xNRF 1.7030 FT. 
SYMRP 0.00a0 Fr: 







1351-DAC-LSWT-SBCBOOSTER BINIW2JIVIE1 CRCC020-) 16 OCT 70 PAGE 57
 
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHAR. LOW WING SBC BOOSTER/JET FLAP'CANARD/ DEG. TOE IN­



















-.- !O%1 -o - - 4 - 2 LI 2 4 5 8, in 12 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTAC1N. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
574B01 BETA FARAHETRTC VALUES REFERENCE INrORNATION 
o- G.ODO HACK D.185 ELEVeN 0.000 REFS 1.0000 SQ. FT 




XMRP 1.7030 FT. 
YHF O.OOOO FT. 
ZMI£P 0.0125 FT, 
REFERENCE. FtLE HOC W) SPACESHUT-3 CL .00 CL 
1351-DAC-LSWT-SBCBOOSTER B1NtW2J1V1EI CRCCO2O) 16 OCT 70 PAGE 58"
 
U-.1 















. 311= .00 -. 00 .04 -. 132 .00 .o2 .4 .136 .8 1o .12 .4 to 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CY
 
SYMBOt. BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION, 
- .000 HACH 0.185 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 1.0ODO SQ. FT 
0.000 VTAIL 6.011a REFL 2.0000 FT.








REFERENCE FILC NDC(Wr)SPACESHVT-B SCALE 0.o100 SCALE
 
1351-CAC-LSWT-SBCBOOSTER BINIW2JlVIEl RCC020) 16 OCT 70 PAGE 
 59 
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHAR. HIGH WING SBC BOOSTER/AERODYNAMIC CANARD/U DEG TOE IN 
I F 
.14 










-. 0 CI 
-. 10 
-. 0 
-o IQ 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 a 14 6 Is ev 
ANGLE OF ATTACK', ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SyNBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O - 6.000 MAC" 0.195 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 1.0000 So. FT 






XNRP 1. 7030 FT. 
YNRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZNRF 0.0125 FT. 
REFERENCE FILE NDC(WD)SPACESHUT-B SCALE 0.0100 SCALE 
1351-UDAC-LSWT-SBCBOOSTER BINIWITIPIVVEIF2 CRCCO15) 18 OCT 70 PAGE 80 












tANGLE OF'ATTACK, -ALPHA, DEGREES 




































!351-OAC-LSWT-SBCBOOSTER BINIWIT lPIVlElF2 
 CRCC015) 16 OCT 70 -PAGE 61
 
U-.020 













-- -9 -4 2 4 6 a 1° 12 14 IS is 2; 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
* _6.000 MACH 0. 165 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 1.0000 SQ. FT 
* *9.000 FLAP 0.000 VTAIL O.Oaa REFL 2.0000 FT. 





ZR. 0.0125 FT: 
REFERENCE FILE ;Moc(imSPACESHUT-S SCALE 0 . DIO SCALE 
!35l-DAC-LSWT-SBC8ObSTER B1NlW'ITlPlV,1EF2 (RCC015) 1G OCT 70 PAGE 62
 













20 -. as -. 05 -. 04 -. 02 .00 .02 .04 .06 .09B .i .12 .14 .16 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT, CY
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMIETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-6.000 MACH 0.165 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 1.an00 SO. FT 








REFERENCE FILE MDOIW )SPACFSHUT-B SCALE a0,0100 SC;LE
 
!351-0AC-LSWT-SBCBOOSTER BlNIWlTlPlVIEIF2 CRCCOI5S] 16 OCT 70 PAGE 63
 
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHAR. LOW WING SBC BOOSTER/AERODYNAMIC CANARD/C DEG TOE IN
 
.14 
.12 __ _ 










- 10 6 4 2 2 4 8 111 12 14 Is is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
syBO SETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 6.000 MACH 0.485 ELEVOM 0.000 REFS 1.0000 SG. FT 









SCALE 0.0100 SCALE 
REFERENCE FILE MDC(W) SFACESHUT-3 

1351-CAC-LSWT-SBCBOOSTER B1N1W2TIPIVIlE-12 CRCCO3"0 .16 OCT 70 PAGE 64
 









-0 - -0 - a 0 2 4 a 10 12 14 is is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBO BE TA PARAMETRIC VALUS REFERENCE INFORMATION 
W ,O50 MACH 0.185 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 1.0000 so. FT 
0.000 FLAP 0.000 VTAIL 0.000 REFLR-FB zOO2:0000 FT,FT: 
XHRF 1.7030 FT° 
YMRP 0:0000 FT.' 
ZMRF 0.0125 FT. 
REFERENCE FILE HDCIWDISPACESNUT-8 SCALE 0.0100 SCALE 
1351-DAC-LSWT-S8B00OSTER BINIW2TIPlVIEIF2"" (RCC030) 16 OCT' 70 PAGE 65
 




.020 - -_ _ 
.010
f-




-*. 0 -6 -04 a_ a AO a le 12 14 16 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL X-TA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 













REFERENCE FILE HVCj( SFAcEsHur-a 
 SCALE a .01O0 SCALE 
1351-DAC-LSWT-SBCBOOSTER BlNIW2TIPIVIEIF2 (RCC030)" 16 OCT 70 PAGE 66
 
LATERAL DIRECTIONAL CHAR. LOW WING SBC BOOSTER/AERODYNAMIC CANARD/p DEG TOE IN
 
.020 
___ ___ ___ 











-. 010 7 
- .0- -. 5 0 .6 -.02 -00 .02 .04 .06 .08 
LATERAL FORCE COEFFICIENT. CY 
.t0 .12 .14 .36 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
- 6.0a0 MACH 0.185 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 1.0000 SQ. FT 
0.000 FLAP 0.000 VTAIL 0.000 REFL 2.0000 FT. 
REFS 2.0000 FT. 
XMRP 1.7030 FT. 
YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZNRP 0.0125 FT. 
REFERENCE FILE HOC (M) SFACESNUT-9 SCALE 0.0100 SCALE 
1351-CAC-LSWT-SBCBOOSTER B1NIW2TiP1V1EIF2 CRCCQ30 16 OCT 70 PAGE 67 





- 0.O 0~ 4 ANL A A A H D 1R 2 4 i s 2 
-D°*2____ 




SYMBOL CONFIGURATIae DESCRIPTION 
Q 1351-DAC.-LSwr-SSCsooSTER BINIWITIPIVIEIFZ 










REFS 1.0000 SO. FT 
REFL 2.000 FT. 
RSFB 2.0000 FT. 
XHRP 1.7030 FT. 
YhRP 0.0000, FT: 
ZNRF 0.0125 FT. 
SCALE 0.100 SCALE 
PAGE 68 

















--- -o -8 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a 0 12 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK9 ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYiBOL CNFIGURATIO DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALU REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCCOOS) 0 1351-DAC-LSWT-SBCBOSTER BINIWITIFIVIEXFt I BETA- O.OO ELEVON 0.000 REFS 1.0000 SQ. FT 
(RCCO2ZI D 1351-DAC-LSWT-SBCSOOSTER BINIWZTiPIVIEIFZ FLAF O.OO UTAIL 6.000 REFL 2.0OOD FT. 
REFB 2.0000 FT. 
XHRP 1.70530 FT. 
YNRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.0125 FT.
 















4 -0 -_ - 2- a z 4 6 a 12 14 16 is "2u 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA,*qTT-S¥MOL CNFlRATICH DESCRIPTION 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE 
INFORMATION'
 
BETA 0.000 ELEVON 0.0OO REFS 1.0000 su. RT 
0RC2 1351-DAC-LSOT-SOCBOOSTER BIUIWBTlF1VlEIFZ FLAP 0.000" VTAIL 6.0oo REFL a 0D00 FT. 
S REFS B.GDOO FT. 
XMRP 1 °7030 FT. 
YMRF 0.0000 FT: 
HACH 0.184 









-10 - -z -a a 2 14 B 10 12 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. OEIREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CGNFIGURATIN DESCRIFTION 
CRCCO05) 0 1551-DAC-LSwvr-SBCBOOSTER BlfIWITPIVIElFZ 









REFS 1.0000 S . FT 
REFL 2.000- FT. 
REFB 2.0000 FT. 
XNRP 1.7030 FT. 









HIGH WING VS LOW WING SBC BOOSTER WITH AERODYNAMIC CANARD 6 DEG. TOE IN 











-0.4' -0. -0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.0 0.9 1.0 
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL 
















REFS 1.0000 SQ. FT 
REFL Z.0000 FT. 
REFS 2.0000 FT. 
X1RP 1.7030 FT. 
YNRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZHRP 0.0125 FT. 
SCALE 0.0100 SCALE 
PAGE 72 


















-.04 . ___ __ 
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
 






















REFS EO000 ,FT: 





















DATA S5E SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCEb3 05 1 351-DAC-LSWT-SBCROOSTER BlNlHITlPlVIEIZ BE -TA 0.000 ELEVON O.OUR REFS 1,ODD0 SO.,FT
iRc"022) 0 135I-DAC-LSW'-SRCRSOTER SINIWZT1P1Vl£ FZ FLAP-' 0.0,00 VTAIL 6.D 	 REFL 2.0000 FT. 
REFS 2.0O00 FT. 
XRR 1.7030 FT. 
YHRF a.un00 FT. 
ZHRP 0.0125 FT.
 




















-20 - -0 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 to 12 14 1 10 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 






















REFU 2.0000 FT. 







"ACH 0.160 SCALE 0.0±00 SCALE 
PAGE 75
 

















..­1< -. 0010 
-.z 
L~ .0023-
. . . . . . 




. -. • . . , . . . . 
. 
DA'TA ET SYNBOL 
(ECCUOS,) a 
,CCP zj 0 
a3-, -t-o, & 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
1351-AC-LSWT-SBCSOOSTER BNWlflFIVlEIFZ BETA 0.000 ELEVON 




14 16 is 2a 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 1.00O SO. FT 
REFL 2.0000 FT. 
REFB 2.0000 FT. 
XRIRP 1.7030 FT. 
YNRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZNRP 0.0125 FT. 
SCALE 0.0o0 SCALE 
PAGE 76 
HIGH WING VS.LOW WING SBC BOOSTER WITH AERODYNAMIC CANARD /6 DEG. TOE IN
 














-020 ' 0 6 4 - 2 a 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTrACK, ALPHA, DEGREES I
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C¢COOS; 0 1351 -DAC-LSWT-SBCDOOSTER DlNIWI TIFIVlIF2 BETA 0.000 CEVON 0.000 REFS 1.000a 30. FT 
(CCCOZ) E3 135L-DAC-LSWT-SBCSOOST[E BINIW2TlFlVIElF2 FLAP D".000 VTAIL 6.000 REFL 2.0000 FT. 
REFS 2.0000 FT. 
XMRF 1 7030 FT: 
YMRP 0 :00,00 FT, 
ZHRP 0.01-2 FT: 
MACH 0.100 SCALE 0.0100 SCALE
 
PAGE 77 


















.. -. 02 .2 .1 .1a 
c 3 D,.01 , .0,.G .0 





















1.0120a so. FT. 
2,0000 FT. 
2.000a FT. 
XMRP 1:703a FT: 
YMRFZ-RP a .GOODO . 015 FT,FT 
0 .BID SCALE 
PAGE 78
 
HIGH WING VS LOW WING SBC BOOSTER WITH AERODYNAMIC CANARD / 0 DEG. TOE IN
 
0.4 





0.10 -8 - -4 - a 2 4 a a la 12 14 16 to pa 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL C FIGURATION DESCRIPTION FARAHFTRIC VAt UES 
CRCCO14) C) 1351-DAC-LSWT-SBCOOSTER BIlWITIPIVIEIFZ BETA OD ELEVONW 





REFS 1.000O ZO, FT 
REFL 2 ' 000 FT. 
RCFB 2,D00B Fr. 
XMRF 1.7030 Fr. 
YMRP 0OOO Fr. 
Z-R0 0.0125 Fr. 
SCALE a oo SCALE 
PAGE 79 




















ANGLE OFOOLHALDGRE ATAC. 









HIGH WING VS LOW WING SBC BOOSTER WITH AERODYNAMIC CANARD 0
DEG. TOE IN
 
S.4 0 i 
















-G3a 6 - 4 -Z2 0 a 4 G 0 10- -
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VA UES 
0 1351-DAC-LSWT-SBCBSOTR BlNIWlTIPIV1ElF2 BETA 0.000 ELEVON 
1351-DAC-LSWT-SBCBDOSTZR BlNIWZTlPlVIEIFZ FLAF 0.000 VTAIL 




14 IS is 20 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 1.0000 SQ. FT 
REFL 2.0000 FT. 
R9FB 2,0oao FT. 
XMRP 1.703B FT.Yo P . Do 0 FT* 
ZHRP 0:,1105 FT: 
.O 00 SCALE 
PAGE 81, 
HIGH WING VS -LOW WING SBC BOOSTER WITH AERODYNAMIC CANARD / _DEGIJ TOE IN
 
4 
t - 4 
 2 a 2 4 6 o t 1e 14 16 1& 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. D'EGREES"
 
DATA. SET SrMSBOL CON FIOURATIO44 DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION( C RCCOO41 0, 1'351 -DAC-LSWTSCOSEI31DCLkT-SBCSOOSTER=
S NWJLTlP1VlEIFZ,l 	 BTA .090. - 0 ELEVON W.000 REFS 1,0000 So. FT(RC2) 31DC-STSCOSE lfl T/i; l ErFZ" FLAP FT. 1 	 0.000 VTAIL O.000 REFL 2.0ago 
REF5 Z.0000 FT. 
XMRP 1.*7030 Ff. 
YMHP a*0000 FT. 
ZHRP 0.0125 FT. 
MACH 10.185 
 SCALE 0.a100 SCALLE,
 
PAGE 82 




























DATA fTSY OoL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRCC014) C 135i-DAC-LSWT-SSCOOSTER BINIWITSPIVIEIF2 BETA 0.000 5LEVOM 0.000 REFS 1.0000. $0. FT 




XNRP 1.7030 FT. 
YNRP 0.0000 Ft 
ZMRP 0.0125 FT. 














-. -0.4 70.3 -0.2 -U.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 U.2 0.3i 0.4 0.5 
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL 
DATA 'ST SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
(RCto4) C 1351-DAC-LSWT-SOCSOOSTER Bl lWTlPlVIEIFZ BETA 0.000 ELEVON 





0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0' 
REFERENCE INFORMATION. 
REFS 1.0000 SQ. FT 
REFS Z.0000 FT. 
XMRP 1.7030 FT: 
YMRF 0.00 FT. 
ZMRP 0.0125 FT. 
SCALE 0.010a SCALE 
PAGE 84 




4 -0.4 - .2 -U.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 .4 U.S 0.6 G.7 U.S. 0.9 L.0 
LIFT COEFFItIENT, CL
 
DATA SET s¥ms CCWFj6URATlC DESCRIFTICN FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATrON 
(RCCO14) 0 1S-DAC-LSWT-SBCBCC$TER 8l lHITlFlVlElF2 BETA 0.000 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 1.0000 50. FT (RCCO99) C 13SJ-DAC-LSWf-SBCE 0STER UlI ZgTlPlVlElFZ FLAF 0.000 VTAIL U.0DO REFL 2 .00OO FT., 
•REFS 	 2 000 . FT. 
XNRF 1o71030 FT: 
ym' F 0.DODD FT.Z-RF a,01Z5 FT. 
MACH 0.185 	 SCALE D .0100 SCALE
 
PAGE 85 
HIGH WING VS LOW WING SBC.BOOSTER.WITH AERODYNAMIC CANARD / 0 DEG. TOE IN
 








la a 4 - 2 0 a 4 6 a 1a 12 14 16- is 20 
.ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
01T, , rT SYMBOL €ONFIOURATION DESCRIPTION FARAHET~rC VALM REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCCO14I 
'(cCOC29) 
0 13I-0AC-LSWT-$8CBQC)ST6R BlIlTlPlVl |FZ 




















Z-R- 0.0125 FT. 
HACH 0.160 SCALE OUlaO SCALE 
PAGE 86 





















- - 2 U 2 4" 6 6 10 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
1351-DAC-LSWT-SBCSOOSTER BINIWITlPIVIE1F2 BETA 0.000 ELEVON 





14 16 is 2o 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REPS 1.0000 SQ. FT 
REFL 2.0000 FT. 
REFS 2 00O0 FT, 
XMRF 1:7030 FT: 
YHRP 0 .00 10 FT. 
Z.RP a .01___ FT: 
SCALE . SCALE 
PAGE 87
 









.00120: ZH FT 
-a10 0 4 - 2 4 1; 10 12 14 IS 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC- VALUE REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(¢€ciol i Q 35I-DAC-LSWT-$SCOSTER 61NIWLTIPlVlElFZ BETA 0.090 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 1.0000 SQ-. FT 
(cccozi) 0 1351-DAC-LSWT-SBCSER BINIWZTIPlVl IFZ FLAF 0.000 VTAIL O.gooS REFL 2.0000 FT. 
REFS 2 OO00 FT. 









































-I .025 -. 920 -. 015 -. Bil -. 005 uoO .003 .Ol1 " .015 .020 .025 
SIDE FORCE DERIVATIVE; DCY/DBETA CCYBETA)-PER DEGREE
 
DATA .SETSymaOt CONFIGURATIONi DESCRIFTIOMI PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION, 
(CCCO14) C) l351-DAC-LSW7T-SBCBOOSTfZR BINlWlTlPlVlIiFZ BETA 0.000 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 1.0000 SQ. FT 
(CCCO29) 0 1351-DAC-LSWT-SBCBWOSTER BINIWZTIPIVI£lFE FLAP 0.000
.0REFB VtAIL G.,o REFL 2.O0000 2.0000 FT. FT. 







MACH 0.180 SCALE U.0100 SC 
PAGE 89
 














ANGLE Or ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION. PARAMETRIC VAtU= 
G 1351-DAC-LSWr-SBCDOO$TER BINlWlJIVIEI BETA 0.000 ELEVON 




REFS 1.0000 So. FT 
REFL 2.0000 FT. 
REFV" 2.0000 FT. 
XN{RP 1,?030. FT.YMRP 0 0000 FT: 
zRF0p 0.0125 FT. 
SCALE 0.0100 SCALE 
PAGE 90 
HIGH WING VS LOW WING. SBC BOOSTER WITH JET FLAP CANARD /6 DEG. TOE IN
 
















-. 0 s o - a - 0 - 4 2 a 2 4 a a 1 0 , 1 2 1 4 1 8 1 8 z o 
ANGLE OF ATTACK ALPHA, "DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARA14ETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 











MACH o.jS5 SCALE 0 . 100 SCAL.
 
PAGE 91 
HIGH WING VS LOW WING 
.40I Irrr -rr n 
SBC BOOSTER WITH JET FLAP CANARD / 6.DEGo TOE IN 















6- 0 -4 -- a 2 4 0 6 1a 12 14 16 1& 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL 














REFS 1.0000 SG. FT 
REFL 2.0000 FT, 
REFS 2.0000 FT. 
XMRF 1.7030 FT. 
Y R P 0 no O F T . 
ZHRP 00125 FT: 
SCALE 0A.LPA SCALE 
PAGE 92 
4 





a 4 -2 a 2 4 - a 10 11 14 Is le 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES 
















REPS 2.S000 FT. 
XMRP 1,7030 FT. 
YMRF O0:00 FT: 
ZMRP .0125 FT. 
MAH OjS SCALE a .0 100 .SCALE 
PAGE 93 










-Eo)5 -0.4 -0.3$ -D.2 -0.1 a.0 0.0 u;'I 0.2. b.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 9.9 1-a; 
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
 
DATA SET SYM4BOL CONFIOURATIOtN DESCRIPTION P JhAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
Inccoal) 1351-OAC-LStW-T-SBCOOOSTER 0lNI~JjV2E BE'TA 13.00[0 rLEVotN G.0003 REFS I..On-o Sa.F
 
REFL ?.Doaa FT. 
XHRF 1:•70[30 FT: 
TMRP 0.00001 FT. 
ZMRF 0 .{125 FT: 
MACH plies SCALE O.010{] SCALE
 
PAGE 94 

















L -- 36.5 -0.4 -0.3 -U.2 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 - 0.3 -, 0;4 0.5 0.B 0.7 u.9 1.a, 
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CON4FIGURATIONq DESCRIPTION PARAKETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCCO01) 0 1351-PAC-LS$17-SBCSOOSTER BlN1WIJIVIEL BETA 0.000 ELEVON 0'.000 REFS 1.O00O SQ. FT 
IRCCOIS) 13 1351-DAC-LSWT-SOCSOOSTER BINIWZJIVlEl VTAIL 6.8000 REFL 2.0000 FT. 
REFS 2.0000 FT. 
IMRP 1.7030 FT. 
YHRF O.Boac FT-
ZHRP 0.0125 FT. 
MACH 0.185 SCALE 0.9100 SCALE 
PAGE 95 
-HIGH NG SBC IITH JET 'FLAP CANARD / ,6DEG0 TOE IN
 
I LI COEFFICENT. CL
I 
-° I 1 0 Ta____. 1MR 
MAH --
 S . 
-oN-~ O -~l oo ~ Z ~ o , . , . ~ . . 
LITCOFICET,_

"EFB . 0, F
 
'-4~l 0 YBL C IUAI £CITO .AAERCVL£ £EEC NOHTO 
-- 9 
aR€ 31O¢L TSCOSE II/LII1BT ),O LVN OpO RF o00 S.F 
-o C1 't 15 DCLW-BBOTRBZIBIJE Tf .0 EL 300 T 









HIGH WING VS LOW WING 
*QO rr-rr-j -rl-r ,irr 
SBC BOOSTER WITH JET FLAP CANARD I 6 DEG. TOE IN 














- . UP S i s - 6 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 a a 1 1 1 1 2 1 4 i s 1 8 2 0 

















REFS 1.0000 Sq. FT 
REFL 2.0000 FT. 
REF. 2.0000 F0. 






0:0aao0 012 , 
0.0100 
FT, 
FT:F T . 
SCALE 
PAGE 97 












>.I -. 0025 
ANGLE 'OF ATTACK,.- ALPHA, DEGREES
 
B O L 

















RUB 2,DODD FT. 
MACH .0 
XHRF 1:703a





















MACH ZM__ I Ii , F IL
 
. . G . . a, . - 1 . . . . . ,0 4 . . . laf . 14 , . ..is* 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SETSYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION PARAMETREC VALUES REFERENCE INFOR14ATION 
(¢C¢D0€) 0 1331-PAC-LOWT-SBCDOOSTER 01N1WIJIVIEI BETA 0.000 ELEVON 04000 REFS 1.0o00 'SO. FT 
(CCCO01 135l-DACLSWT-S0Cl30STER BljWJlVl~l MTAIL 6.000 RrFL 2.0000 FT. 
REFS 2,0000 Fr. 
XMRP 1,7030 FT. 



























> 0o025 -.020 -.915 -.0o .ou .005 .- .015 .13 .ois 
SIDE FORCE DERIVATIVE, DCY/DBETA (CYBETA) 'PER DEGREE 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION' DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(C{CCODI 















REFS 2:0000 FT. 
XMRF 1 7030 FT, 


















-0. - 4 2 a 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SfT SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIO PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
RCCoos, 0 1351-DAC-LSWT-SCOOSTZR BINIWITIFIVLEIF2 BETA 0.U0G ELEVON 0.000 REFS 1.0000 S. FT 
(RCC014: M 1351-DAC'LSWT-SSC0STER StNIWT1PIVICF? FLAP 0.000 VTAIL 6.Dao REFL '2.0000 FT. 
REFB 12.0000 FT. 
XHRF 1.7030 FT. 
yMRP 0.0an0 FT. 
ZNRP 0.0125 FT. 
MACH 1.184 SCALE 0.010f SCALE 
PAGE 101
 











_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
.t 1o a a 2 a" 2 4 a a t o 1 2 1 4 16 i s 2 0 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SETSYMBOL CMFI URATIOH DESCRIPTION 
(RCCO051 C) 1351-DAC-LSWT-SSCBCIOTER BINIWITlFlVIELF 
(RCCO14) 0 1351-DAC-LSWT-SBCPOOSTR BINIWITIPlVtEIFZ 









REF i 1.0000 SQ. FT 
REFL 2.0000 Fr. 
REP9 2Goa0 FT. 
XHRP2 1:7030 FT: 
YMRP 0 .GOOD FT.
Z-RP 0.0125 FT: 
SCALE 0.0100 SCALE 
PArr I n,; 









U Li .22 __C 
c) 
S .18 






IV a - 6- -4 2 a 2 4 6 a a 14 so is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION' DESCRIPTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOR14ATION 
mRccouS) 0 1351-DAC-LSWT-SBCOOSTER 81IWITIPIVIEIFR BETA 0.000 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 1.0000- SQ. FT 
(QCCDIAJ C I35--DAC-LSWT-SDrU00STER PINIWITIFIV1ElFZ F--A 0.000 VTAIL 6.0ag REFL 2.00O0 FT.
REFS 2.0000 FT.
 












6 DEG. TOE.INVS 0-DEG TOE.IN I4FG'PING SBC BOOSTER WITH SBC-BOOSTER
 






- 4 z a 4 a a 1' 12 14 16 la 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
DATA ge;$YMBOL CCNWIGVRATION DESCRIPTION FAgAMETRIC VALDF5 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(Rccousli, a 1351-DAC-LSWT-$BC800$ R BIN1WlTlpI'VIE FZ BETA a.000 ELEVON 0.000' REFS 1.0000 SG. FT 














6 DEG. TOE INVS 0 DEG TOE IN HIGH WING SBC BOOSTER WITH SBC BOOSTER













-0.4 -5.3 -U;," -9.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2" '.,'"0.4" 0.5 
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL 
DATA SET STABOL COrFIUATICO DESCRIPTIl PARAMETRIC VALUES 
CRCCOOS) C 1351-DAC-LST-SBCBOOSTER BINIWITIFPIVEIFZ BETA D.000 ELEVON 




0.?' 0.8 0.9 ±.o 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 1.0000 SQ. FT 
REFL 2.0000 FT. 
RpFO 2.0Oo FT. 
XNRF 1.7030 FT. 
YMRP 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.0125 FT. 
S0.184CALE 0.0100 SCALE 
PAGE 105 
6 DEG. TOE INVS 0 0E TOE IN. RTGf WING SBC BOOSTER WITH SBC BOOSTER
 
.isir -rT-1vrrr I-r 
.rr.rr-. ,r.-.. -r.rr.. 
.14 









-0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -13.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 V.3, 0.4 0.5 0.6C, 177 0.8 D.% . 
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL 
DATA 9V SYMBOL COFIOURATION oEsCuRIPTm PARAMETRIC VALU;6 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
IRC660 Q' 1351-DAC-LSWT-SBCOOOSTER 8INI IlTlFIVI£iFZ BE TA O'.ooa ELEVON 0.006 REFS 1.GDDO $0. FT 
1RCCE 4) 1351-DAC-LSWT-SaCOOOST R BlNlWlTlPlVlElF2 FLAP 13.00D VTAIL .G REFL 
R F S 
2.0000 FT. 
2 ,0 u o F T . 
XMRF 1:703B FT: 
YMRF a 0000 FT. 
ZHRF ED125 FT: 




6 DEG. TOE INVS 0 DEG TOE IN-HIGH WING SBC BOOSTER WITH SBC BOOSTER
 





-o .0 a s 7 4 -0 .3 . - .2 - .I 0 . 9 0 .0 u;1 . 2 0 . 3 0 .4 0 .5 0 .6 0 .7 .8 .9 1 . 0 
LIFT COEFFIM'ENT, CL-

DATA SE T SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATLOO 
(RCCOU5 0 1351-DAC-L SWT-SBCBOOSTER BlNlWlTlPlVl£1FZ- BETA 0=00 ELEVON U.QDU REFS loOOu0 SG. FT. 





YMRP 0.0000 FT. 

















. .005 -- _ __ 
000
 





i -- - - 4 -2 D 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 iB 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCR1FTIOJ PARANETRIC VAI UF$ REFERENCE INFORMATION 
£CCCObSj 0 1351-DAC-LSHT-SBCOOSTER-B1N1U1T1P1V1E1FZ BETA 0.000' ELEVON O.000 REFS 1.0000 so. FT 
(CCCO14) 3 1351-DAC-LSWT-SSCSOOSTER BINIWlTIP1VlEIF FLAP 0.000 VTAIL 6.000 REFL 2.0000 FT.REFS 2.0000 FT,
XmIRP 1.7030 FT. 
YHRP 0.0000 FT. 
mnP 0.0125 FT. 


























-'00111 0 - 4 -- a 2 6 a 10 12 14 IS6 is 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SOT SYMBOL COMFI URATION DESCRIPTIOa4 FARANETRLC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCCO05) 0 1t35I-rAC-LSWgT-S3CSOOSTER BlNIWlTlFlVlEIFZ BETA D.000B ELEVON 0.000 REFS 1.0000 so. FT 
(CCC0141 l 1351-DAC-LSWT-SBCBDOSTER BJINIWITIPIVIEIFZ FLAP 0.000 VTAIL 6.000 REFL 2.O000O FT, 
REFS Z:O000' FT. 




HAH *I0SCALE Bo aOO SCALE
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 

































MACN 0o1xa SCALE 0.0100 SCALE 
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- .025 -.020 -015 -.1110 -. 005 ago Gas Ulu .015 .020 t,2 
SIDE FORCE DERIVATIVE. DCY/OBETA CCYBETA) PER DEGREE
 
DATA SET SYRS" CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(CCCOGS) Q 1351-DAC-LSWT-SSBDOSTER BINIWLTIFIVIE1F2 BETA 0.000 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 1.0090 SQ FT 









HACH 0.100 SCALE 0.0101; SCALE
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6 DEG. TOE INVS -0DEG TOE IN w NG SBC BOOSTER WITH SBC BOOSTER 
0,6 	
_ _ __ __ __ _ _ 
0.77 	 1
 












II -a -6 -4 -2 a 2 4 6 10D 1t 14 16 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBO. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRCC 19) 0 1351-DAC-LSkT-SCBOOSTER BIJWZIJ±VIEI" BETA 0.000 ELEVON 0.000 	 REFS 1.0000 SQ. fT 





YNRP 0.0o0 FT. 
ZMRF 0.0125 FT. 




6 DEG-. TOE INVS 0DEG TOE IN LOW WING SBC BOOSTER WITH SBC BOOSTER­
.14 
. . . . ... . j. ~.l. ~.l.l.J .i.g .l. 
. . . 
.. * 
.10 
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 
j .03 












DATA SET SYMBOL 
{C0191 G 
(0 2 R9 O D 
HACH 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMTRIC VALUES 
135 AC L WT-SOCSRSTER BINIWZJlVIEI BETA 0.000 ELEVON13 - D0 - '; T-S B C D O O S T ER 8 I N L 2TlPl VlE I F Z T t " . 0 
(RCO9 [ 3S-ACL TIL .00REFB 
0.185 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O.00O REFS 1.0000 SQ. FT 
REFL Z . 0 0 0 0 F T . 
2 0000 FT, 
XHRP I:?V50a FT: 
yRRF' 000000 FT. 
ZMRP 0 0125 FT. 











a 4 2 '14 
(3 
.20 " -4 2 0_ 
*0 I 
_- ____ 10 2 4 1___ 
CA TA S 
(RCCO 9) 
(RCCO 9) 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, "ALPHA, DEGREES 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOM DESCRIPTION FPARAMERIC VALV 4 
C 1351-DAC-LS T-S CB 0ST R BI I WJ VIE1 BETA .0.090 ELEVON 





REF S 1 0000 S~o. 
REFL 2.0000 FT. 
REFS 2.0000 FT. 
X 1.7030 FT. 
YMRP 0.00a0 FT.
Z.R1 0 0125 FT. 
SCALE 0ALPHA SCALE 
PAGE 114 









-O -G - 2 0 2 4 0 S ID 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
SyMSOL CCWFIGURATICN DESCRIPTIO PARAMETRIC VALUES 




14 is 18 20, 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 1.0000 $0. FT 
REFL 2.0000 FT. 
REFS 2.0o0 FT. 
XMRP 1.7030 FT. 
YNRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZMRF 0.0125 FT. 
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LIFT COEFFrCIrJT, CL 
sp4BO- COHFGURAT10O4 DESCRIFTC" FARAHET IC VALUES 
C 1351-DAC-LSWhSSBCGOOSTJ'ER BINIU2JXVIC1 pETA 0.000 ELEVON 




REFS 1.0000 30. 
REFl ?,0000 FT. 
REFB 2.000 FT. 
XHRR 1.7030 FT. 
YNRF 0.0000 FT. 
ZN!R? 0.0425 FT. 
SCALE 0.0100 SCALE 
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6 DEG. TOE INVS 0DEG TOE IN LOW WING SBC BOOSTER WITH SBC BOOSTER
 













-'. o* -O. -0.2 -0.1 0.0""0.2' 0.2 0.5" .4" ." ..6 (1.7 0.6 o., 1.0 
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALVE$ REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
(R¢C0$9) 0 1351-DAC-LS T-SBCBOOSTEi BlHIWBJLVlEl BETA 0.000 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 1.B000 SO. FT
 
RCC O9 ) 12 13 5-DA -LS T-SBCBOOSTER B N W T lWIV leIF Z 
 VTA L 6.000 	 REFL 2.:000 FT,
 











LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL 
DATA ST SYMBOL CONFIURATIO DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALQEB 
(RCccn,) 1351-DAC-LSWT-SOCBOO3TER BiNlIWZJIEI BETA 0.000 ELEVON 




REFS 1.000 SO. FT 
REFL 2.0000 FT. 
REFB 2.0000 FT. 
XNRP 1.7030 FT.
YMRP D.0000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.0125 FT. 
SCALE D.0100 SCALE 
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0-10 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 1.6 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CCCCOIP, 0 1351-AC-LSWT-SBCBOOSTER BINWZWJIVIEI BETL 0.000 ELEVON 0.000 REFS 1.0000 SQ. FT 
CCCCOZO9 f 15351-OAC-L$I4-S9COOSTER BINIWETIFIVIEIF2 VTAIL 6.000 REFL p2.0000 FT. 
REFB 2.0000 FT. 
XnRp- 17030 FT. 
YmRF 00000 FT. 
ZMRP 0.0125 FT. 
SCALE 0.0100 SCALEM4ACH 0.100 
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w -. 0005 
mm 
- -. 0030 a 0 4a1 46Lu 
I­
z 
- .4Pl -s -65 -4 -~ 0 2 4 S S 10 1Z 14 15 18 20 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, UEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DE$CRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
tCCC0491 C l351-DACLSWT-S8CO0STR BI1JUWZSI VIE BETA 0o.00 ELCVON U.V0V REFS 1.0000 S. rT 


















6 DEG, TtY INVS 0 DEG TOE IN LOW WING SBC BOOSTER-WITH SBC BOOSTER
l ,-1- -v-f-, -r---r n-cr -r-r r -r -r--r
.005 nr-t f11 rrr 11r rrrr -r ~r 










.00 REI 00 T
 
8 10 19 1* 16 18 204 6 

- o s. " - - 6 - 4 2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
REFERENCE NFOR ATIOND TA ST SYMBOL C OFIGUATI ONDE CRIP ION PARA E'TR C VALUE S 
(CCCO1g9) 1351-DAC-LSWT-SOCSOOSTER B1NIWZJlVtEl BETA D.000 ELEVON 0.000 REFS lDo00 SQ. FT 






ZMRF O.0125 FT: 
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-.. . . .. .. 	
.. 

.020 -. .1010 oa .019 .015 .020 .025023 	 loo 
SIDE FORCE DERIVATIVE, OCY/DBETA CCYBETA) PER DEGREE
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
(CCCl19I C 1351-DAC-LSWT-SBCBOOSTER SINLW2JVIE1 BETA 0.000 - ELEVON 0.000 	 REFS 1.0000 SQ. FT 
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